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The important bit for parents and teachers… but 
you can have a sneak peek at the activities too!

Activity Resources Required Potential Risks Impact

Skill – Spring Scavenger 

Hunt

Scavenger Hunt Sheet, Pencil or pen, 

Walk outdoors

Uneven Grounds, Adult 

supervision advised

Children to use observation 

skills to identify seasonal 

changes

Main – Nature Faces Clay, mud, cardboard or paper, glue 

(if using the latter), nature items

Contact with harmful plants/ 

objects, Use of glue

Children to use seasonal 

nature to make nature 

crafts

Extended – Helping Hand Wildlife pond: old container, bricks/ 

stones, pond plants, spade. Nest 

Resources; recycling item or 

birdfeeder, small and soft nature 

e.g., moss, grass, twigs, and wool

Contact with harmful plants/ 

objects, risk of pond/ water 

in area – drowning, Use of 

tool (spade), 

Children to consider 

wildlife and how they can 

help through spring.

Mindfulness – Spring 

Sounds

Quiet outdoor area to sit Adult supervision advised 

outdoors

Children to use senses and 

identify spring sounds and 

changes



What will you find?

Spring 

Scavenger 

Hunt

Exploring the outdoor space near you can 

you go on a spring scavenger hunt?

For an extra challenge can

you count how many

different items you have

found on your hunt and

organise them into groups?

You will need to your checklist with you and 

see how many things you can tick off!

Super Spring 

Scavenger Hunt!

Click Here to 

Download



Nature Faces…

Spring brings life and colour to the outdoors after a cold winter!

Using clay, mud or cardboard, paper and glue find some nature items 

to make a nature face? 

For an extra challenge can you

make your family in nature

faces?

Think about the 

different features 

you have… eyes, 

nose, mouth… what 

else?

PARENTS TOP TIP! If 

using cardboard, pierce 

holes in sides and tie 

with string to make your 

nature face into a mask!



Give a Helping Hand!

Lots of animals prepare for young in spring. How can you help them prepare?

Here is some ideas for you to try;
Will you make a 

wildlife pond for 

frogs and other 

pond life?

Or will you provide 

nest materials like 

moss, grass, small 

twigs and wool for 

birds using 

recycling?



Mindfulness Moment

Spring 

Sounds

Find a nice spot to sit (outside if possible!)…

Has anything appeared that wasn’t there last week?

Can you hear anything reminding you of 

the signs of spring?
How did this 

activity make you 

feel?

What sounds and sights can you see?



How did you get on?

What was 

your favourite

activity?

Share your feedback by;
Emailing -

ellen.blackwood@primary-forest-

school.co.uk

Find us on Facebook or Instagram 

@PrimaryForestSchools

mailto:ellen.blackwood@primary-forest-school.co.uk

